Pursuing both disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance in the teaching and learning of science in school generates tensions that should be acknowledged and resolved. This paper problematizes and explores the conceptualizations of these tensions by considering personal relevance, disciplinary authenticity, and common school science as three perspectives that entail different educational goals. Based on an analysis of the literature we identify five facets of the tensions: content fidelity, content coverage, language and discursive norms, epistemic structure and standards, and significance. We then explore the manifestations of these facets in two different examples of the instruction and learning of physics at the advanced high school level in Israel and Italy. Our analysis suggests that: (1) The manifestations of these tensions and their resolution are highly contextual. (2) While maintaining personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity requires some negotiation, the main tension that needs to be resolved is between personal relevance and common school science. (3) Disciplinary authenticity, when considered in terms of its full depth and scope, can be equipped to resolve this tension within the discipline. (4) To achieve resolution, teachers' expertise should include not only pedagogical expertise but also a deep and broad disciplinary understanding.
Introductionbe adhered to. Our perspective seeks to resolve this conundrum through student engagement that entails both components simultaneously.
This tension is also implicitly present in debates over the relevance of science education. Relevance was traditionally considered to be personally and societally driven and thought to be a central attribute of science education that could be productively applied to daily life decisions and future careers (Hurd, 1998) . A recent comprehensive review of the concept of relevance as it is used in the science education research literature (Stuckey, Hofstein, Mamlok-Naaman, & Eilks, 2013) found the term to be inadequately conceptualized. To clarify its meaning, the authors suggested an organizing scheme that defines relevance along three dimensions-individual, societal and vocational-each of which applies both intrinsically and extrinsically to students' presents and futures. Given the extensive use of the term, it is surprising that relevance to content and the epistemological and cultural nature of science, technology, engineering and mathematics disciplines (STEM) have not been explicitly considered in analyses of the relevance of science education.
Whereas the discussion on relevance has tended to focus on students or on society as legitimate agents in defining what is relevant in science education, the opposite trend characterizes the debate on authenticity. Here the canonical disciplines have been the main determining agents, and only a few progressive perspectives have included students, teachers and society as legitimate agents in defining authentic science learning. When seen this way, the boundaries between the relevance and the authenticity of science education become fuzzy, and the modern meanings of both concepts seem to emerge from interactions among canonical STEM disciplines, students, teachers, and the society in which all these agents operate.
The meaning we ascribe to the term personal relevance is drawn from the literature on relevance as well as the contemporary discussions of authenticity cited above. We also build on our own work on students' sensemaking (Kapon, 2017; Kapon & diSessa, 2012) and appropriation (Levrini, Fantini, Pecori, Tasquier, & Levin, 2015; Levrini, Levin, & Fantini, 2018) . For us, personal relevance encompasses students' sense of benefit, value, and meaningfulness, as well as agency as users and generators of what is learned. By meaningfulness we mean that what is learned make sense to students at a personal level and is something they actively strive to achieve. For example, students try to generate, evaluate, and refine explanations to themselves, rather than explaining to the teacher, and are emotionally invested in this process.
The tensions between disciplinary authenticity, personal relevance, and school science appear implicitly and often explicitly in scholarly debates on authenticity and relevance. The goal of this paper is to problematize the conceptualizations of the tensions between disciplinary authenticity, personal relevance and common school science, by examining specific manifestations of these tensions in learning environments that explicitly aim to foster both disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance in school science.
The tension in the literature
We start by examining the literature that discusses the tensions that arise in STEM learning environments in which teachers aim to promote disciplinary learning while fostering students' sense of authority, agency, and identity with regard to the subjects learned. Our review focuses on studies that provide detailed accounts of teaching and pedagogical design and aims to elicit and highlight the different facets of these tensions, and the contextual nature of their manifestations. Ball (1993) discussed the dilemma of respecting children as thinkers vs. teachers' responsibility for particular content. Specifically, Ball reflected on her experience as a third-grade mathematics teacher and recalled an incident in which one child, Sean, suggested that the number 6 could be both even and odd. Ball explained that on the one hand she felt, as teacher, the need to correct Sean. On the other hand, this was a creative idea that reflected deep thought on the part of the student and dismissing it might reflect disrespect to the student as a mathematical thinker. Ball resolved this tension (or dilemma in her words) by acknowledging the originality of the idea and using it to teach the students about the nature and role of definitions in mathematics, and how mathematics knowledge evolves. She told the class that Sean had invented another kind of number that can be both even and odd, termed it the "Sean number," and pressed Sean for a more articulated definition of "Sean numbers." In the next lessons, she allowed children who were interested to explore the patterns of "Sean numbers" as they explored odd and even numbers. Note, however, that the tension was still present. Ball was worried that exploring "Sean numbers" might have confused the children (at least potentially), and to make sure this was not the case, she gave them a quiz about odd and even numbers to make sure they fully understood their properties.
Content fidelity and content coverage
Ball's dilemma highlights a particular facet of the tension we wish to explore. We term this facet content fidelity. The perspective of common school science (school mathematics in this case) requires that students learn correct and acceptable scientific ideas as they are expressed in the curriculum. On the other hand, the personal relevance perspective suggests that students should develop their competence and perception of themselves as able individual thinkers who can create knowledge, which cannot be done without making mistakes. Ball resolved this tension by employing the perspective of disciplinary authenticity. She used the incident as leverage to teach and engage the children in a deep epistemological facet of doing mathematics; namely generating and working with definitions. Note that disciplinary authenticity also entails accountability to particular content. However, while from a common school science perspective the content is defined by the curriculum, from a disciplinary authenticity perspective the canonical content of science emerges from a complex, fluid, although verified dialogue that results in intersubjective conventions and shared knowledge. By telling the children that Sean had invented a new number Ball explicitly introduced the notion of creativity in authentic science. Creative and inventive thought constitutes the seed of any canonical idea, and it precedes the processes of argumentation, testing, evaluating and peer-reviewing in science. Ball in fact engaged the children in an authentic examination of Sean's invention. Hence content and practice did not present any tension from a disciplinary authenticity perspective per se, but they did present a tension from a common school science perspective, since "Sean numbers" were not part of the curriculum.
Hammer (1997) described a somewhat similar tension in 11 th and 12 th grade physics classes he taught. The activities involved worksheets on electrostatics developed by Robert Morse, which engaged the students in a guided inquiry about basic phenomenological properties of conducting and isolating materials, and the construction of the canonical model for these phenomena. One of the groups came to the conclusion that electrical charges can move from one object to another if the touching objects are made from the same material. From a physicist's perspective this conclusion disregards the canonical distinction between conductors and insulators. The group invented an experiment to test this idea, and according to their findings, the idea appeared valid (i.e., an electrical charge can move from foam to foam, in complete contrast to the scientifically accepted model, and their everyday experience). Hammer reports that he was "torn" about how to assess the students' work and how to proceed.
And so, in this moment, I am torn. I could help them design and perform their experiment "more carefully," so that it shows the correct answer. Perhaps they will come to accept that aluminum conducts and foam does not, but perhaps they will have less of a sense of their own access to physical phenomena, independent of my authority. (Hammer, 1997, p. 489) Unlike Ball's "Sean numbers" that involved an imaginative definition, from a physicist's perspective the work of Hammer's students reflected a clear-cut mistake in terms of theory and experimental procedures, since electrical charges do not move between two insulators that merely come in contact. Hammer noticed the problem in the experimental design ("Watching their experiment, I saw…", p. 500), and decided to intervene and draw the students' attention to it ("Well what if I put the cup over here …", p.500), and thus help them reconstruct the experiment so that it would give them the appropriate result. But he remained torn.
I helped them reconstruct the experiment to give the appropriate result, but I was uncomfortable, largely because of my sense of the different needs of the different students. For Jean in particular, I worried my intervention would corroborate what she suspected all along -that, in the end, this was about "getting the right answer," and all of this exploration was a kind of sham. (Hammer, 1997, p. 500) At first glance the tension described above seems to be an issue of content fidelity. The students (i.e., Jean) experienced it as a tension between the perspective of common school science, which is expressed by the requirement to get the right answer, and personal relevance, which calls for individual sensemaking (i.e., self-generated explanations that are targeted to oneself rather than the teacher, and aim to make sense of the phenomena in question, see Kapon, 2017) . However, from the teacher's point of view, this case is substantially different and more complex than the previous one. On the one hand the conclusion the students reached was an evident contradiction with accepted scientific knowledge. On the other hand, it stemmed from a creative engagement in inquiry, and an experiment that the students invented. The problem was in the detailed experimental design. Hammer suspected that some of his students may have interpreted his intervention as telling them how to perform the measurement to "get the right answer" instead of learning how to conduct and regulate a reliable scientific investigation. Hammer (1997) described the tension as taking place among his objectives, and considered himself (i.e., the teacher) and his students as the only agents that shaped it. We argue that the background assumptions of common school science played a pivotal role in shaping this tension. We suspect that if Hammer, as the teacher, had not been bound to the institutional constraints of common school science, such as the need to respect a time schedule and cover a particular set of topics in certain period of time, he could have, for example, engaged the students in a reexamination of the assumptions and process of their measurements, and invited them to use authentic scientific practices to problematize their conclusions and regulate, refine and correct their experimental design and the substantiated reasoning. Thus, the tension did not emerge from the content-practice nature of disciplinary authenticity per se, but rather from the tension between common school science and disciplinary authenticity; i.e., having the time to engage in the practice of doing science without the overriding pressure to cover a certain number of topics during the school year.
To maintain disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance, teachers should primarily direct their attention to the substance of students' ideas, acknowledge the disciplinary connections between these ideas, take them up and pursue them. However, for this to really take place , the curriculum cannot be determined entirely in advance, since it is largely discovered and emergent, and thus presents challenges if the teacher has to cover an externally-predetermined specific set of topics within a certain amount of time (Hammer, 1997; Richards & Robertson, 2016) . We term this kind of tension content coverage. Note that maintaining a comparable educational level between schools potentially affords mobility and equal opportunities. Coordinating the needs of individual students, within the needs of the whole class, within the needs of a larger society, manifests the tension related to content coverage between personal relevance and common school science. Its resolution can be very challenging for teachers.
Both Hammer and Ball conducted their studies in traditional classroom settings. Both highlighted the central role of the teacher in resolving the tensions they describe. Specifically, they argued that the teacher is called upon to identify productive students' mistakes and help the students construct scientific understanding through reasoning and elaboration of these ideas. Ball and colleagues (Ball, Sleep, Boerst, & Bass, 2009) discussed how this ability can be systematically nurtured in preservice teacher education. Hammer and colleagues (Hammer & Zee, 2006 ) discussed how in-service teachers can learn to listen and notice the science in their students' thinking.
The manifestation and the resolution of content coverage and content fidelity dimensions are different in different disciplines and educational contexts. The specificity of the dilemmas depends on the discipline taught. For example, experimental procedures are less relevant in mathematics as compared to biology and right-wrong answers are less compelling in the interpretation of a poem. The attributes of the educational context such as students' grades, the level of scientific complexity of the course, the nature of the activity (inquiry, whole class discussion, etc.), the social infrastructure in which the activity is embedded (the particular settings of formal/informal education), and the students' characteristics all influence how tensions related to content fidelity and content coverage are manifested and can be resolved.
Language and discursive norms
Arguments in the literature about tensions between disciplinary accountability, personal relevance, and common school science are not only about content. Some of the facets of these tensions have cultural origins. Rosebery, Warren and Conant (1992) observed language-minority middle school students who were studying science. They noted that appropriating scientific discourse is a particularly challenging task for these students since the distance they must travel between discourse worlds is greater. Hence the tension the teachers were required to resolve was between the language and discursive norms of the culture to which the students belonged (personal relevance) and the language and discursive norms of science (Warren, Ballenger, Ogonowski, Rosebery, & Hudicourt-Barnes, 2001 ). We term this facet of the tension language and discursive norms. Warren et al. (2001) argued that the first step in resolving this type of tension is to acknowledge students' cultural discursive patterns as legitimate and productive resources on which scientific discursive patterns can be constructed (as opposed to inhibiting discursive patterns that should be replaced). For example:
As we observed how these children approached the problem of designing an experiment in ways that seemed outside the canonical approach⎯imagining themselves into the ants' world, evaluating claims, constructing rather than identifying variables⎯we had to confront our own assumptions about the nature of experimental thinking as exclusively a mode of logical inference. As we examined Emilio's work, we were struck by how his practice of imaginatively inhabiting the experimental world⎯what at another time we might have seen as anthropomorphism⎯was actually a generative practice for exploring the created world of the experiment to evaluate relevant knowledge claims. This process led Emilio to see in what ways specific material elements (i.e., variables and conditions) of the experimental world were confounded and how to design the world in a way which looked in the end fully canonical. (Warren et al., 2001, p. 547) . In our view when Warren et al. wrote that "we had to confront our own assumptions about the nature of experimental thinking as exclusively a mode of logical inference" the assumptions they were confronting were those of the perspective of common school science, not disciplinary authenticity. Emilio was performing a thought experiment in the context of middle school biology which is an authentic scientific practice. The history of physics is full of famous examples of the use of thought experiments in scientific investigations by prominent scientists such as Galileo, Maxwell and Einstein. Thought experiments are also employed in authentic investigations in biology, although they are not as common, nor as famous, as they are in physics (Buzzoni, 2015; McAllister, 1996) . However, thought experiments are scarcely employed in basic scientific textbooks (Gilbert & Reiner, 2000) ; hence they are not part of the discursive norms in common school science.
In this sense, the tension related to language and discursive norms that the teacher had to resolve was between Emilio's imagination and the discursive norms perceived as "acceptable" in school science or, in other words, a tension between personal relevance and common school science. As in the case of Hammer and Ball, in principle, this tension could be resolved within the discipline. However, again as in the case of Hammer and Ball, the disciplinary background of the teacher constituted another layer of complexity to this resolution. To be able to notice and capitalize on discursive norms that may not be part of school science but cohere with authentic scientific discourse, teachers need to have a very strong background in the discipline and feel confident with its epistemic practices of modelling, explaining and arguing.
Epistemic structure and standards
A related but different culturally-based tension is described in work, which highlights a culturally-based tension related to epistemic structure and standards. Building on a decade of close collaboration with Native American communities, as well as studies that described and analyzed ways in which ethnocentrism plays out especially with regard to epistemology, indigenous traditions, and Western-European traditions, Bang and Medin highlighted the differences in "epistemological orientations" between indigenous traditions and science as a product of the WesternEuropean culture. For example, Bang, Medin, & Washinawatok (2010) discussed how Menominee fishermen tend to organize knowledge and reason along ecological rather than taxonomic lines by focusing on the relations of organisms to one another and their physical surroundings instead of their systematic classification. In contrast, an analysis revealed that most middle school text books employ a taxonomic approach, and hardly ever use system-level analyses or discuss ecosystems as an organizing principle . suggested that one way to resolve this tension would be by shifting the orientation of science education from aiming to have students adopt specific epistemologies at the expense of others to supporting students' navigation between multiple legitimate epistemologies. In the spirit of Ball (1993) , Hammer (1997) and Warren et al. (2001) , Bang and Medin suggested that indigenous cultural ways of experience and knowing (i.e., indigenous epistemologies) could become productive resources to study middle school biology. They developed and implemented community-based summer science programs according to these principles.
The curriculum in the program was intentionally collaboratively designed with members of Native American communities. The topics were chosen according to their relevance to the community's heritage and culture ("locally meaningful interventions focused on ecosystems"), and the content was reconstructed in ways that recognize and honor indigenous epistemological practices and orientations as relevant to science and science learning . "Navigation between cultures" was fostered by the inclusion of practices and content that are not part of canonical science but were closely related to the activity. For example, in a trip to a forest, the students first heard about the history of the area and the Native peoples' relationships with the forest before European contacts and how that changed over the course of US-Indian history. Students had "relative plants" which they were asked to "visit", while other students collected specimens from other plants, prepared traditional medicines, etc.
In this work the manifestation of the tension related to epistemic structure and standards as well as its resolution were highly contextual. The activity took place in informal educational settings, where content coverage was not an issue; hence, the curriculum developers could choose the science topics to be discussed. A central feature that made the reconstruction of the biology curriculum possible was the specific content in question (i.e., the ecosystem of the forest), a topic central to the community's heritage. This particular topic lent itself to a focus on ecosystems rather than taxonomy and models from a disciplinary perspective. In addition, the life experiences of elders in the community was highly pertinent.
Nevertheless, in our view, even in this case the epistemological tension between personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity remained. Bang and Medin conducted pre and post interviews with the students that revealed a considerable epistemological change. Take for example the following excerpt from a post interview with Sarah, a sixth-grade Choctaw student who grew up in Chicago. Whereas in the interview before the intervention Sarah described science as what is written in the textbooks, and her teacher as the main source of information, her post interview provided a very different picture (Bang & Medin, 2010, p. They teach me about how a long time ago my ancestors how they used to like plant and if there's weeds how they would get it out. They burn . . . when plants use to take over they would burn all of them down in one spot. Sarah words clearly reflect a change towards personal relevance. From a disciplinary authenticity perspective, however, the picture is more complex. While Sarah did make some progress in the sense that she no longer saw science as a school-based activity that is detached from the world, her description seems more in line with practicing history and gardening rather than science. According to our definition of disciplinary authenticity, her friend Rachel's (7 th grade student) epistemological orientation, as expressed in her post interview, reflected a higher sense of disciplinary authenticity, since she describes characteristic aspects of scientific observation , p. 1022 :
Rachel: You can learn about science by just looking around and seeing what is happening. Watching ants grow or working actually watching it-that would take months, but. In advanced science courses there are topics in which the connections to various cultural resources are less obvious although their appropriation is a prerequisite for any advanced engagement in the discipline. For instance, in the case of physics, astronomy could be a wonderful starting point, but without the formalism of classical mechanics, electromagnetism etc., the students would not be able to professionally engage in physics and engineering. Hence when thinking how to implement this approach in formal science education as a way to enhance personal relevance, immediate tensions related to content coverage arise both from a common school science perspective as well as disciplinary authenticity perspective.
Note also that while there were differences between indigenous and scientific cultures in the ways of knowing and discursive norms related to the topic in question, there was no dispute about the factual description of events, hence content fidelity was not an issue. However, culturally-based knowledge can conflict with scientific canonical knowledge. An example is the challenge of teaching evolution to students from religious families that strongly believe in creationism. The resolution of the tension in these cases can be extremely challenging.
Significance
A different facet of the tension was discussed by Calabrese-Barton (1998 ). She provides a critical ethnographic account of a teaching experience in which she and a group of graduate students taught after-school science to children (4 th grade) in a long-term homeless shelter. The children's interviews about their experiences in their science lessons illustrate a massive lack of personal relevance that affected their learning considerably (Calabrese-Barton, 2001 , p. 901):
Maria and Claudia: We really do hate science! It's boring. All we do is read. Learn about plants and spaceships. It's boring and stupid. We like doing projects but not the cameras [pin-hole camera]. Our boxes were ugly, and all our teacher wanted us to do was to make it just like she said. In an attempt to create an explicit connection between the activities in the science classroom and the children´s daily lives, Calabrese-Barton decided to teach the children about migration, habitat, and local Texas ecosystems through a project in which the children cared for caterpillars. Pets were not allowed in the shelter, and thus apart from providing a context for learning science, caring for the caterpillars responded to the children's desire to have a pet. Calabrese-Barton describes how the children decided to design and build above-ground planters before their caterpillars metamorphosed into butterflies so that they could continue to keep them. One of the children, Claudia, asked if she could use some of the wood and other supplies to build a desk instead, since she did not have a space where she could do her homework. Calabrese-Barton agreed, and the design and building of the desk became Claudia's science project. Calabrese-Barton reports that Claudia learned about scale, measurement, spatial relations, and design, and created an artifact that improved her life from this experience. Moreover, when her family left the shelter they took the desk with them.
The above example illustrates another facet of the tension that we term significance. This facet of the tension reflects a negotiation between the need to make the content and the nature of the activities significant from a school science perspective, while being personally relevant and significant to the students. In other words, we want the students to perceive their activities as contributing, empowering and transformative to their lives. Here, disciplinary authenticity adds another layer of complexity since the activity should be considered legitimate and important also in the discipline.
The manifestation and resolution of this dilemma are, again, highly contextual. In the case of Calabrese-Barton's work; namely homeless children, after school science, 4 th grade students, there is no question that allowing Claudia to build the desk was a correct and powerful pedagogical decision that made the experience relevant at a personal level. However, one can question the extent to what the design and building of the desk were scientifically significant to the topic learned (migration, habitat, and local Texas ecosystems; i.e., common school science perspective), as well as the extent to which this experience engaged Claudia in authentic scientific practice (disciplinary authenticity perspective). In a different context, if Claudia were 17 years old and enrolled in an advanced level biology or physics course, the curriculum could not have emerged solely from her needs and interests (i.e., content coverage), and the scientific significance of the project might have played a much more central role. We are not saying that the question of personal significance is less important in these contexts, but rather that the dilemma and its resolution would have looked very different.
Moving forward
In the literature reviewed above, the tensions between personal relevance, disciplinary authenticity, and common school science was examined either in the contexts of informal education or at the basic school levels of science and mathematics in traditional American classrooms. We identified several facets of these tensions and argued that their manifestation is highly contextual in terms of the scientific discipline being learned, the scientific level and complexity, the specific attributes of the educational approach (e.g., inquiry), the social infrastructure in which learning takes place, and the students' characteristics. Below, we examine the manifestation of these tensions in two very different examples of instruction and learning of physics at the advanced high school level, in two different countries. The main feature of these examples is the conscious attempt on the part of the teachers to foster the students' sense of personal relevance while maintaining high accountability to the discipline. We believe that a careful examination of the manifestation of the tensions in this context (advanced level STEM education) can problematize their conceptualization and thus contribute to their articulation. It can also enhance our understanding of how to resolve the tensions within the discipline.
The manifestations of the tensions in advanced-level high school physics
This section discusses two examples of studies that examined the formal learning of physics at the advanced high school level. At first glance, the two cases may seem very different. One focused on redesigning the practice of engaging students in long-term open-ended inquiry projects in physics taking place within the school. The other focused on a teaching experiment that monitored the redesign of a curriculum unit. The first example deals with the practice of inquiry in various topics in physics without any commitment to a particular topic, whereas the second example discusses restructuring the instruction of a particular topic in physics (thermodynamics). Despite these differences, we felt that these two examples have a great deal in common at a foundational level in terms of the instructional goals, the nature of student engagement, the high commitment to disciplinary practices and norms, the focus on developing students' identities, and the concomitant educational research agenda. In particular, in both cases disciplinary authenticity was explicitly considered to be a way to foster and leverage personal relevance in school.
The present work emerged from our attempts to articulate this feeling and decipher the nature of the shared features. Here we aim to uncover the different manifestations of the multifaceted tensions that result from the attempt to establish disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance in each learning environment. As in the literature review, we focus on the facets of the tensions from the teacher's perspective. However, we first need to familiarize the reader with the nature of the specific manifestations of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance in each example. Both interventions were followed by a study that examined students' engagement and student-teacher interaction. Our data to illustrate the unique and different manifestations of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance are drawn from these studies, and thus mainly rely on students' and teachers' discourse. In the following sections, we use concrete examples to illustrate how disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance were perceived and experienced by the students and teachers in each case, and only then discuss the manifestations of the different facets of the tensions and their resolution in each environment.
Example 1 -Authentic research as an integral part of K12 physics -Reconstructing practice Background
The first example is drawn from a year-long ethnographic study (Kapon, 2016 ) that took place in schools associated with the Acheret Center (Acheret Center, 2006) . Acheret (the Hebrew acronym for Multi-Cultural Researchers Fellowship) is a regional Israeli center for physics research at the high school level. The center is located in a school. It aims to foster authentic inquiry in advanced 11 th and 12 th physics classes that take place in the school rather than in outreach centers in universities or in professional research centers. The project advisors are physics teachers rather than professional researchers. As part of their advanced physics studies in high school, all the 11 th and 12 th grade students in the associated schools conduct an individual or paired long-term research project (18 months). Acheret is organized and functions as a community of learners at the advisor and student level. The leading team believes that mentoring students' research projects is also a venue for the professional development of the mentoring teachers. The study (Kapon, 2016) focused on the learning experiences of students who were mentored by Mr. Alon Schapiro, a physics teacher and an experienced project-advisor in the community who also mentors other project advisors.
Data were collected over a period of one year. The focal participants were the advisor and some of his former (N=5) and current (N=3) mentees. The analysis included a content analysis of the final research reports (30-40 pages each), stimulated recall interviews with the former mentees about these reports, participating observation in the weekly meetings at which the current mentees worked with the advisor on their project, in-depth interviews at the end of the year and numerous informal conversations with the advisor after each weekly meeting. Additional data on the social infrastructure in which the advisor and students functioned were collected through informal discussions throughout the year with students of other advisors, discussions with different advisors and the center management team, observation of the students' mock and real oral exams on the projects, and official documents about the center.
The original study was designed using a grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967 ) and aimed at answering the following research questions: (1) What did the students learn in this intervention? (2) How did the students perceive the nature of the inquiry they were engaged in and their role in this inquiry? (3) What were the particular features of the mentorship the students received? (4) What were the features of the social infrastructure in which the mentorship and learning took place? We do not attempt to provide a full summary of the findings here since they were published elsewhere (Kapon, 2016) . Instead, we will use these data to illustrate the nature of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance that were nurtured in this learning environment, and then highlight the specific manifestations of the tensions in this environment.
Note that the conceptual framework that guided the original study took a situative interactional approach. The original conceptual framework drew on the closely related ideas of learning in apprenticeship and as part of a community (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wegner, 1998) , learning in the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) , and a system perspective on creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) . The categories that emerged from the grounded theory analysis highlighted particular forms of performance and engagement.
The joint manifestation of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance
The following subsection provides examples of the students' perceived learning experiences that reflect both personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity. The students' projects dealt with different topics in physics. The analysis also concerned the content of the inquiry, and specifically classified student discourse that reflected understanding or difficulty with (1) the conceptual features, (2) the mathematical modeling, and (3) the experimental procedures of their project. Consider for example an excerpt from a stimulated recall interview with a student in which the student discusses a diagram in his final research report: "Then there's this amazing process of the jump to zero degrees [refers to the point on a graph in his report that describes measurements of freezing after super-cooling when the temperature rises abruptly from -7 o C to 0 o C]. Once it finds a nucleation site, as soon as that happens, the nucleation starts. The freezing process releases a lot of heat energy. It [the temperature] jumps abruptly to zero and stays at zero until all the water freezes. And then if we continue to measure a little longer, it [the temperature] starts to drop down again to // it is ice, but at [a temperature] below zero degrees." (Sam, 328) Sam's (pseudonym) explanation not only reflects conceptual understanding. His use of the representation (XY graph) to support his explanation and his correct casual use of scientific jargon (e.g., nucleation site) reflects authentic disciplinary discourse. However, what is more interesting is how Sam expressed his explanation, particularly his use of the adjective "amazing" which was repeated throughout the interview whenever the phenomenon of super-cooling came up. The researcher also coded a group of categories that represented discourse that reflected interest, passion, and agency with regard to science. One of these categories was excitement with the actual activity, when the students discussed their scientific work as source of personal enjoyment and satisfaction. Sam's use of the adjective "amazing" with regard to super-cooling is an example of this experience. Note the interaction between disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance that are expressed in the excerpt above. Sam's understanding was not merely technical; the scientific ideas became meaningful to him at a personal level as well, and he expressed his deep connection to the work in different ways throughout the interview. For example (notice the use of "amazing"):
"/…/ working with Alon ((the advisor)), it was amazing, like, it really opens your mind, it's looking at physics as this really cool thing." (Sam, 1112) A different group of categories in the analysis reflected evidence for the internalization of scientific habits of mind. Consider for example a category labelled students' use of scientific standards of evaluation. Segments classified here included instances in which the students discussed how they employed scientific standards and norms to evaluate the quality of their explanations, claims and measurements. Employing scientific standards for evaluation reflects competence in generating valid scientific knowledge, and thus provides strong evidence for disciplinary authenticity. The following example is drawn from an interview with a student about a project she did on insect aviation: 504. Rina (pseudonym) discusses here how she voluntarily used scientific standards of evaluation to regulate and evaluate her progress and the validity of her calculations and measures as she created new knowledge. This excerpt is an example of evidence for the development of sensitivity to the epistemological aspects of reasoning; namely, what counts as "good" evidence in science (i.e., epistemological ideals; see Chinn, Rinehart, & Buckland, 2014) , and a refinement of understanding through model-measurement iterations (i.e., epistemological processes; see Chinn et al., 2014) , thus reflecting strong disciplinary authenticity.
However, notice how Rina expressed her thoughts. She was personally invested in this pursuit (e.g., "it bothered me" 506, 508, "like me, I was saying that you can't…" 516). Her concern was not school-like motivation for getting the right answer. To begin with, there were no end of book "right answers". In fact, Rina was the one who initiated the search for another measure that could be compared to her measurement. Rina clearly discusses the norms of reporting a result (516, 518). She initiated the search because coming up with a numerical result without estimating its accuracy is not an acceptable scientific practice. Note also how she casually described the process of model-measurement iterative refinement in turn 510. Rina manifested her use of scientific habits of thought that were meaningful to her at a personal level. Other categories in this classification reflect the use of scientific standards of evaluation, refinement of understanding through model-measurement iterations, persistence, sense of esthetics, and abstraction. Most of these utterances were often expressed in a personal idiosyncratic manner that also reflect deep personal relevance.
A different group of categories covered how the students perceived their contribution to the inquiry. Many students described how they took an active part in forming hypotheses and estimates, manufacturing the experimental apparatus, generating the mathematical models, and making decisions regarding the research plan (see for example Rina's turn 510). They also proudly described their contributions to the creative aspects of the project. Such discourse reflects not only the development of creative competence within the discipline⎯a clear attribute of disciplinary authenticity, but also the development of agency with regard to science and an identity as someone who can do science⎯an attribute of personal relevance ("Like, I always worked with these videos /…/ and I found out", Rina, 510). This is also apparent in Sam's words: "all this business with electricity etc., this is me" (Sam, 844). Sam was expressing a particular positioning regarding the content that reflected high level agency and deep personal engagement with the content. Strikingly, deep meaningfulness at a personal level was also expressed by students whose conceptual and epistemological development was less impressive.
The interactional approach to the study in which not only the students but also the interactions with the advisor and the supporting social infrastructure were examined provided evidence for the ways in which the engagement in question was fostered, and highlighted the specific positioning of the student relative to the teacher. For example, all the students wrote their reports in the plural. This was not accidental, as the following excerpt reveals:
"The entire report is deliberately written in the plural … this is a completely joint project. /…/ I had a partner [refers to the advisor] in every respect." (Rina, 108, 110) Additional discourse markers (categories) highlighted that the students perceived the project as an authentic inquiry and the advisor as a collaborator in this inquiry. These discourse markers included the deliberate use of the plural, explicit acknowledgement of the advisor's unique contribution, and descriptions of instances of joint thinking. The latter discourse marker is particularly interesting since sometimes the students positioned the advisor relative to themselves as the knowledgeable guide: "He always tried to get me, like, to try to think, and to see the way to go, and do it alone" (Rina 140). At other times they positioned the advisor as a peer investigator: "Alon [the advisor] was the one who was like writing the equations, but this was like brainstorming" (Gur, 576). This relative positioning was also mirrored in the advisor's discourse.
Comparing the advisor's framing of the interaction to that of the students revealed a very high level of intersubjectivity (Wertsch, 1984) . Like the students, the advisor considered the project to be an authentic joint inquiry and thought of the projects as his own as well (again, a particular positioning). Hence, the fact that the teacher-advisor was learning with the students seemed to foster a sense of authentic inquiry and relevance.
The advisor's discourse when meeting with the students constantly indicated to them that what they were doing had disciplinary meaning and relevance outside the classroom as well. For instance, when a pair of students told the advisor that they might need to do an experiment similar to one conducted by another pair, he told them they could cite their peers in their report, similar to their citations of other scientific papers, and some of them did this. He encouraged a student to send an email with a question to a university physics professor with particular expertise. Moreover, when he and other advisors in the community talked about the projects (with the students, as well as with peers), they referred to the students' projects as research studies, and explicitly used the Hebrew word for academic research. Students presented their work in progress, consulted with their peers, other advisors and experts in the community, and were tested on their final product by the community members as well as by external evaluators. Hence, the community of teacher-advisors filled the role of experts in professional scientific work (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991) . These norms and discourse generated a personal, social, deeply affective, and future-oriented engagement with the scientific content for the students.
The manifestation of the tensions
Although the original analysis (Kapon, 2016) was not explicitly designed to examine the issue of tensions in the original study, a reexamination of the data uncovered specific manifestations of all the facets of the tensions discussed in the literature review.
Content fidelity
One line of tension emerged between cultivating students' interest and agency with regard to science (e.g., positioning the students as generators of knowledge) and remaining accountable to the discipline. This tension often manifested itself in terms of content fidelity. For instance, the focus advisor placed more emphasis on how the students felt about the project and whether it was an original creation of their own than on whether the project would make an original or important contribution to the field of physics. Hence, at times he preferred personal relevance over disciplinary authenticity. He also openly acknowledged that occasionally mistakes in physics could be made even in the final report, due to the complexity of some of the topics the students chose to study. Hence the tension with respect to content fidelity was between personal relevance (how the students felt about the project and what they learned from it) and traditional schooling that privileges "correct answers." Like many of the other advisors, he resolved this tension by arguing that the skills the students learn along the way, and their developing confidence in their abilities are at least as important as acquiring an accurate conceptual understanding of the topic.
The skills and habits of mind that the advisor was alluding to are an essential part of the discipline. Recall for example how Rina (the student who studied the aviation of insects) described the back-and-forth movement between the theoretical model and the empirical results, how her interpretation of both changed during this process, and how she constantly searched for other independent comparable measurements. In the same spirit Sam described how he was constantly engaged in critical assessment of the validity of his observations:
There are quite a few small experiments that we did that do not appear in this report. We did them just to see, to prove things to ourselves, to be absolutely sure that this is how it ((the phenomenon)) takes place" (Sam, 1096) Doing authentic scientific work from the advisors' and from the students' perspective involved not only generating new ideas but also the conscious and systematic evaluation of these ideas. This evaluation was explicitly also facilitated by the design of the social infrastructure in which the students and their project advisor worked. There were several points during the work on the projects in which the students and/or their teacher-advisor had to present their ideas, concerns and findings to other students, project-advisors, expert guests, and external evaluators. These people collegially but openly critiqued the work, highlighting pitfalls and suggesting possible alternatives and solutions. This process is quite close to how peer review functions in science, either formally (as in journals and talks), and informally (as in research groups and informal consultations with peers.) Hence the tension of content fidelity was resolved within the discipline by acknowledging that making mistakes is an inevitable part of doing science, but also by acknowledging that science offers tools and cultural ways to regulate the process of generating new ideas and evaluating their validity, and by acknowledging that students should explicitly engage in this process.
Content coverage
A different manifestation of the tension relates to content coverage. Working on the projects requires time; thus, Acheret students did not study 30% of the topics covered by their peers in traditional advanced level physics classrooms. The conflict here was between disciplinary authenticity, which requires in-depth time-consuming learning, and common school science which requires a certain coverage. Additionally, since the projects were tailored to suit particular students' abilities and backgrounds, they differed in depth and complexity. Hence, there was also a tension between personal relevance that is sensitive to students' abilities and interests, and common school science that privileges standardized assessments. Acheret (partially) resolved this tension through negotiations with the Israel Ministry of Education that resulted in a local accommodation of the external requirements for matriculation in advanced level physics: the students were required to take the external matriculation exams in mechanics and electricity and magnetism (60%), and their grade on the project (report and oral exam) replaced the external matriculation exams in radiation and matter and laboratory skills (40%).
Language and discursive norms As described above, the discourse between the students and the advisor pointed to a social framework of joint authentic inquiry. The report the students submitted for external evaluation was a product of shared work with the advisor, and the students wrote it as such. This creates a conflict with traditional external assessment since it was almost impossible to differentiate between the advisor's and the students' contributions to the final product. The traditional approach to assessment may thus question the validity of the students' final grade as a reflection of the students' skills and conceptual understanding.
This example illustrates a manifestation of tensions related to language and discursive norms. First, it is a tension between language and discursive norms in authentic scientific practice (i.e., disciplinary authenticity) and common school science. Disciplinary authenticity privileges collaborative work including cases in which one of the authors is a knowledgeable apprentice (e.g. a graduate student) and the other is an expert (i.e., a professional scientist). Common school science on the other hand privileges individual external assessment as the main tool for evaluating students' progress. Second, it is a tension between personal relevance and common school science. In principle, the students could write their reports in the singular, and use phrasing that described their work solely as their own. In fact, some of them said in the interview that they were explicitly advised to do so by the teacher in the school in charge of the formal submission of the projects for external evaluation. Their refusal and insistence that "this is a joint project" (Rina, above) reflects their integrity and the personal attachment to the project.
Epistemic structure and standards
The examination of the students' reports also reveals a manifestation of the epistemic structure and standards facet of the tension. From the perspective of disciplinary authenticity, references to scientific work should be textbooks, or peer reviewed scientific journals. However, references such as Wikipedia, You Tube, etc. are appreciated much more from the perspective of personal relevance since these are what teenagers use all the time. The advisors in Acheret resolved this tension by acknowledging both as legitimate resources for information, and by admitting that they use these resources as well. The initial references that the students examined were often Wikipedia, You Tube, etc.. But as the work progressed, the need for more professional and focused references naturally emerged and each final report cited at least one "serious" scientific paper that the students read carefully.
Significance
Many advisors mentioned the challenge of formulating authentic research problems that stemmed from the interests expressed by the students but were still within the capacity of high school physics students. This challenge illustrates the significance facet of these tensions, particularly between disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance. Many advisors (partially) resolved this tension by acknowledging that the problems the students addressed were not authentic in the sense that they did not reflect what professional physicists are currently studying but were authentic in terms of the methods used to solve the problems and the fact that the solution was unknown. The latter point exemplifies the depth of the contextuality of the tension. In the context of physics classroom teaching, even at the undergraduate levels, no one expects that problems students solve should reflect what professional physicists are currently studying. However, in the context of authentic research apprenticeships, this is not the case. Most research apprenticeships offered to excellent high school students in outreach programs at research universities invite outstanding secondary school and undergraduate students to join an authentic research group and take an actual part in an ongoing project. This was not the case in Acheret, where the research projects were done in school and were crafted for this purpose. Whereas studies that have examined the participation of secondary school and undergraduate students in research apprenticeships in authentic research groups characterized the students' involvement as peripheral legitimate participation, where students dealt mainly with the technical side of the work (Sadler, Burgin, McKinney, & Ponjuan, 2010) , the students here took active part in formulating the research questions, making decisions regarding the next steps of the research, etc.
Some advisors encouraged their students to reexamine problems that engaged physicists during the 17 th -19 th centuries but by using modern tools unavailable to physicists at that time (e.g., computerized sensors, high-speed video cameras, etc.). This approach is attuned to students' capacities but is less sensitive to their personal interests. The focus advisor (Alon) took a different approach. He began with problems that interested the students and worked with them to articulate a quantitative research question and design an experiment that could answer this question (often based on a quick internet search). Based on these very rough measurements, he and the students discussed what was interesting about the results, what they were curious about investigating further, and how they could improve their measurements, in a process that closely reflect authentic scientific problematizing (Phillips, Watkins, & Hammer, 2017) . During this process, the specific theme of the project usually emerged as the student's own idea. For example, Steve (11 th grade) began by wanting to build a suit that would allow him to breathe freely underwater. He ended up studying factors that influence the efficiency of water electrolysis. This approach cultivated students' agency and ownership of the projects considerably. Nevertheless, it was quite time-consuming. Moreover, about half of the projects ended in a dead end due to the students', and sometimes also the advisor's limited knowledge or limited access to equipment, thus necessitating a change of topic in the middle of the year, which challenged the common school science perspective.
Example 2 -Authentic learning in thermodynamics -Reconstructing curriculum Background
The second example is taken from a project conducted by the Physics Education Research Group at the University of Bologna. In 2008, the group carried out a teaching experiment based on extensive development of a curricular unit on thermodynamics. The teaching experiment was carried out in an authentic classroom of 20 students (17 year olds) at a scientifically oriented secondary school in Rimini, Italy, and the implementation took about 25 hours. The teacher was involved in both designing the unit and analyzing the data (Fantini, 2014) .
The disciplinary content was restructured to address two overarching goals. The first was to create a rich learning environment that could foster a deep conceptual understanding of thermodynamics by problematizing and comparing the macroscopic and microscopic approaches. This was accomplished by using multiple contexts and definitions for exploring the same concept in a variety of circumstances and by drawing on diverse resources such as applets, original texts by physicists such as Boltzmann and Maxwell, and critical essays on the distinction between the microscopic and macroscopic approaches to thermodynamics.
The second goal was to promote and nurture equity by making the environment psychologically safe and inclusive (Nasir, Rosebery, Ann, Warren, & Lee, 2006) . The research group adopted the perspective of learning as a cultural process (Nasir et al., 2006) . Thus, they pursued equity by making the epistemological structure visible and by challenging the authoritative and exclusive image of science in which only one point of view is legitimate (and possible). "Voices" of eminent scientists such as Maxwell, Boltzmann, Clausius, Kelvin and Einstein became part of classroom discussions by analyzing excerpts from these scientists' original papers on thermodynamics and comparing their different interpretations of thermodynamic phenomena.
During the implementation, several types of data were collected: written assignments on conceptual problems and exercises, written questionnaires about the epistemological differences between the microscopic and the macroscopic approach to thermodynamics, audio and video recording of all the lessons, notes taken by the researcher who observed all the lessons and eight final semi-structured individual interviews.
As in the first example, this study was originally designed according to the principles of the grounded theory approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) . The analysis (Levrini et al., 2015) aimed to explain a phenomenon that impressed the researchers during the intervention. They noticed that in addition to demonstrating a thorough understanding of basic concepts in thermodynamics, the students appeared to make sense of the learning materials in a personal way and used idiosyncratic words and sentences in their speech instead of the "school" language that students generally use by borrowing expressions from the teacher or the textbooks. The notion of appropriation elaborated by Bakhtin (1981) was adapted and operationalized to account for this phenomenon, which seemed to enlarge conceptual learning to incorporate personal authenticity and relevance.
1 According to Bakhtin: "It [a word] becomes 'one's own' only when the speaker populates it with his own intentions, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation, the word […] exists in other people's mouths, in other people's contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is from there that one must take the word, and make it one's own" (Bakhtin, 1981, p.293-94) .
This definition of appropriation contrasts with the more typical connotation of the appropriation of scientific discourse, which implies that students learn to speak like scientists or use words in the formal register of physics without necessarily developing personal meaning. However, according to Bakhtin, appropriation implies that accountability is situated in the students and reveals a special sense of belonging and active participation: "I make a [scientific] word mine."
Appropriation was operationally conceptualized and defined by Levrini et al. (2015) through an analytic process of bootstrapping five discourse markers from interviews and excerpts of classroom discussions. These markers capture how students' language is both disciplinarily authentic and personally relevant in the sense that they show how the curriculum and its thoughtful implementation effectively foster the development of disciplinary knowledge and epistemological competences, thus supporting the development of students' identity (Levrini et al., 2018) .
The joint manifestation of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance
Appropriation can be seen, in retrospect, as the manifestation of a special type of engagement that combines disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance. The combination of the two was evident in the final individual interviews, when students were asked to reflect on their learning path and describe the meanings they arrived at for defining basic thermodynamic concepts such as temperature.
Almost all the students interviewed (6 out of 8) discussed the concept of temperature in a way that was valid with respect to the discipline but was not a repetition of a textbook or teacher definition of the concept. In their answers, the students selected precise pieces of knowledge and coordinated them so as to infuse a disciplinary word with personal preferences and goals. This was also evident in students who did not have outstanding results or particularly good grades in physics (Levrini et al., 2015) . Levrini et al. coded personal relevance by identifying frequent words or expressions in students' discourse which, when associated, highlighted a personal authentic positioning with respect to physics (thermodynamics). More specifically, positioning was considered personally authentic and relevant when the use of words and expressions was unique to the specific student, reflecting linguistic choices that could not have been borrowed from an external authority (classmate, teacher, parent, textbook…). For example, Matteo's (pseudonym) discourse was filled with words like philosophy, speculation, reflections, reasoning, being and becoming, which did not characterize either the teacher's discourse or that of other students. When discussing the concept of temperature, Matteo correctly compared two laws he had learned in which temperature appears: the ideal gas law (PV=nRT) and the law of calorimetry (Q=mcΔT). This comparison allowed him to stress the dual property of temperature as a quantity that describes an equilibrium state or as a cause for a process. In the distinction between state and process, Matteo recognized a possible place to identify his personally relevant connection to the philosophical notions of becoming (change) and being (state). Matteo saw the law of calorimetry (Q=mcΔT) as an expression of becoming:
"There is a change [because of ΔT] that means everything is not stable and everything is not being, there is something that changes" (Matteo). In contrast, in thinking about the ideal gas law (PV=nRT), Matteo saw an expression of being:
"[There is] absolute temperature T, that doesn't change. There is no Δ [difference in temperature], there is no change …" (Matteo) .
To emphasize what we mean by personal relevance and idiosyncrasy, let us consider the discourse of another student, Michele (pseudonym). He used words like objects, engines, work, etc. frequently in his discourse. His interest in engines and real objects strongly influenced his engagement with the content. When discussing what he had learned about temperature, he focused on the role of temperature in making thermal engines work:
"Different temperatures are necessary /…/ only with different bodies with different temperatures can we have a cycle of work; different temperatures induce a heat exchange -as we call it -and the heat exchange induces work; heat is turned into work" (Michele).
The students who appropriated thermodynamics like Matteo and Michele not only employed an internal persuasive discourse that revealed deep conceptual understanding but seemed to be aware of the intellectual choice they had made and demonstrated epistemological consciousness. This consciousness was traced by coding students' utterances that expressed specific positioning with respect to physics in general (and not only thermodynamics), that involved the relationship between theory and experiments, the role of models and theories in organizing knowledge and supporting consistency, the relationship between knowledge and reality, the place in science for different interpretations of the same formalism, and the scope of science and its relationship to applications. In monitoring epistemological consciousness, the researchers paid special attention to whether and how the epistemological utterances were consistent with students' personal ways of engaging with the content. The results were interesting since the epistemological claims were consistently used by the students to legitimize individual ways of learning and attaching personal meanings to physics contents. The researchers inferred that the epistemological dimension allowed the students to combine personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity, since it opened up new interpretative spaces for exploring personal issues without subverting scientific constraints. To illustrate and exemplify this, we reconsider the cases of Matteo and Michele.
When discussing ideas that were coded as relating to the epistemology of physics, Matteo emphasized the role of philosophical speculations in science:
"It [the approach to thermodynamics they experienced in class] was nice since it leads people to reflect on things that, in some areas [like physics], you do not think of. A physics made up of formulas is different from a physics made up of reasons, of [arguments that show] how one arrives at these formulas" (Matteo). In this quotation, Matteo moves from thermodynamics to physics in general and expresses his personal engagement ("it was nice") as a form of emotional and cognitive resonance with one facet of physics by emphasizing the philosophical considerations that underlie the formulas rather than the formulas per se. For Matteo, dealing with authentic scientific debates became a way to develop an epistemological view of physics that legitimized his personal authentic and relevant engagement with the contents.
Michele, in the final interview, often repeated sentences like these: "I like physics because it explains how reality works. That is to say, I'm very curious about how objects work and about natural events…." Michele's statement shows a specific epistemological stance that refers to physics in general (and not only on thermodynamics) ("I like physics") and to the scientific habits of mind that he searched for and preferred in the discipline ("it explains how reality works"). Michele likes to discover how things, phenomena and engines work and the mechanisms that regulate them. The relationship between technology and science, as well as the focus on reality and the experimental aspects of science made his experience in disciplinary learning more personally appealing.
The students' personal engagement with conceptual and epistemological ideas was not accidental. The teacher carefully orchestrated moments in the discussion in which students were invited and guided to verbalize, analyze, and defend their own position (Levrini, Levin, Fantini, & Tasquier, under review) . These moments were fundamental in nurturing students' agency and their awareness of their own personal position with respect to physics. For example, the teacher stimulated and supported a debate between Matteo and Michele. During this discussion, the students did not only discuss pure scientific ideas. They also expressed themselves, their preferences, and their dreams for the future as they discussed the scientific ideas.
As we will argue more extensively in the following section, the curriculum materials were fundamental to supporting personal engagement, particularly the multi-perspective lens provided by comparing different approaches, and the multi-dimensionality provided by the use of different resources concerning different dimensions in physics (e.g., conceptual, formal, experimental, applicative, and historical-epistemological resources).
It is worth noting that in this educational context, the meaning of authenticity emerged from the interaction between canonical science, the teacher and the students. Authenticity took place in a rich learning environment in which students took ownership of what they learned, and expressed it in their own voice (Buxton, 2006; Calabrese-Barton, 2001; Rivera Maulucci et al., 2014) . However, this intervention did not take place in the context of informal education, but rather in a typical school setting, within an authentic classroom, in which students coped with the hierarchical structure of a challenging discipline like physics. Levrini et al. (2015) did not examine the issue of tensions. In fact, they only realized its existence in retrospect when taking the entire design and implementation of the intervention into consideration, since many of the facets of these tensions were resolved at the level of the design or through the vast experience of the teacher who allowed these tensions to be systematically dealt with. In this section we examine the facets of the tensions that became evident through this retrospective analysis. The teacher was involved in controlling the reliability of the analysis and providing feedback throughout this study.
The manifestation of the tensions

Content fidelity
This facet of tension was addressed in the class through the establishment of classroom norms that allowed content fidelity to be experienced as the collective process of pointing out the "rules of the game". In an a-posteriori interview, the teacher used an unusual metaphor to describe how she aligned content fidelity with a search for personal meaning that could also lead the students to an elaboration of what was rigorously disciplinary "correct": "tirare e mollare la corda" ("pulling the reins tight and letting them go slack") (Levrini et al., under review) . Some classroom moments were explicitly devoted to sharing a sense of disciplinary constraints by summing up the learned disciplinary contents ("pulling the reins"). At those times, the students were required to take part in the construction of a collective narrative that recapped the scientific contents and gave back a sense of content fidelity. At other times, the students were encouraged to play freely with the ideas ("letting the reins go slack") by exploring possible interpretations and by following "unofficial" and unexpected routes. These moments were fostered mainly through the discussions of epistemological texts by different authors, for example the criteria distinguishing the microscopic and macroscopic approaches to thermodynamics. Two classroom norms were adhered to strictly by both the teacher and the students:
1. Suspension of the teacher's judgment so that the students could trust the teacher's message of letting them play freely with their ideas; 2. Distributed awareness that each student could and was expected to make a contribution to the collective discussion and dynamics of the classroom.
These kinds of norms were deliberately established by the teacher, as she stated during the interview:
"When students are trying to play with their ideas, it is obvious that I have to suspend my judgment. I tell them that it is a difficult game but that it is worthwhile for them, for their growth. So I have to respect it… I have to be consistent with the message I want to convey… In this sense, every kind of judgment must be suspended. It is not a question of assessing performance, but rather helping them to grow. My idea is that they have to assume the responsibility for that. They do not always have to seek my approval. If they feel comfortable with their stories, the stories are ok. I only have to help them respect the constraints posed by physics. This is not easy, but I do believe this is our role as teachers."
At the beginning of every discussion during which the students were encouraged to play with their ideas, the teacher stressed very clearly that she was not going to evaluate what they would say specifically, but their level of involvement, the coherence of their thinking and the contribution they were able to make to the collective discussions. Right-wrong ideas were not at issue, but rather the ability to consistently argue a position. Only after a position was made explicit, was its consistency with the constraints imposed by a robust scientific argumentation verified. This process was stressed as authentically scientific, since the free exploration of ideas in science acts to generate new knowledge, and in order to be accepted, any new piece of knowledge needs to be analyzed to test its inner logical consistency, its coherence with the established body of knowledge, and its significance and robustness in terms of reality.
Content coverage
This facet of the tension played an important and explicit role during the design phase. The tension related to content coverage between common school science and disciplinary authenticity was resolved by the designers' decision to respect the institutional constraints. The thermodynamics unit took about 25 hours (about 3 months and a half), a reasonable time within the Italian mandatory syllabus when the experiment took place (2008) 2 . The official Italian curriculum is fairly flexible and not completely pre-determined. It defines general learning outcomes concerning skills and only stipulates a minimal list of topics that have to be covered. As a result, teachers have some latitude to decide on the level of detail, emphasis, and instructional methods they employ.
To avoid or circumscribe tension related to content coverage, the research team restructured the thermodynamics curriculum in close collaboration with the teacher, with the explicit goal of covering the official content (Levrini, Fantini, Pecori, & Tasquier, 2014) . They decided not to exceed the degrees of freedom that the official syllabus permits for epistemological activities, which were designed to enhance the students' personal engagement. Furthermore, the curriculum also intentionally included familiar and accepted forms of evaluation such as textbook exercises and problems. Hence, the content coverage facet of the tension was present in the design phase of the intervention, and due to its resolution during this phase was no longer an issue in the implementation phase.
Epistemic structure and standards
The most challenging tension presented by the restructured curriculum on thermodynamics had to do with regard to epistemic structure and standards and was manifested in different ways both at the design and the instructional practice levels.
The first issue that caused tension was the image of the discipline presented in the restructured curriculum. The image of physics that is widely accepted in common school science, and supported by most textbooks depicts physics as univocal, non-historical, and as a collection of facts and laws of nature that are accepted as true because of their empirical grounding or mathematically based derivation. By contrast the image of physics advocated by the restructured curriculum is that of a dialogic, historical and argumentative discipline, whose empirical and mathematical groundings play a central argumentative role: they are only part, although a fundamental and essential one, of the scientific discourse and what science is about. This image coheres better with a disciplinary authenticity perspective.
Two design principles in the teaching materials explicitly challenged the conventional textbook image of physics. The first was multi-perspectiveness. This design principle refers to the choice of presenting the macroscopic and the microscopic approaches to thermodynamics as two different perspectives from which the same problems are addressed. The second design principle was multidimensionality. This principle refers to the choice of analyzing the two perspectives not only for their conceptual contents but also for their different underlying epistemological structure as regards their different explanatory models, the different relationships between theoretical hypotheses and empirical data, and so on. The univocal image of physics was challenged during classroom activities that explicitly considered the different voices of Einstein, Maxwell, Boltzmann, Clausius and Kelvin, and their personal interpretations of the problems in question. The students' engagement with these different perspectives was facilitated through specific activities. For example, an epistemological questionnaire that required the students to analyze and compare original papers in which these scientists argued about the difference between the microscopic and macroscopic approaches formed the core of individual and collective discussions.
Note that the epistemic tension between these two images of physics requires resolution on the part of the teacher as well (De Ambrosis & Levrini, 2010) , since the required epistemological knowledge and skills are not part of the conventional program of teacher education. Since the teacher was part of the design team from the very beginning, her epistemic basis of the curriculum was aligned with that of the group. However, this epistemic tension remains highly challenging for other teachers who wish to use the curriculum.
Another manifestation of the epistemic structure and standards tension was manifested during the teacher's interaction with specific students. Here the perspective of personal relevance added additional complexity. For example, Matteo's approach to knowledge often reflected a tendency toward speculative philosophical investigations, which led him at times to try to evade the technical -experimental or formal -aspects of physics. This personal tendency created tensions between personal relevance and school science, as well as between personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity. In common school science, written exercises and problems are the main form of evaluation, and these require the use of mathematical formalisms and laboratory work. The disciplinary authenticity perspective privileges arguments that are grounded in mathematical formalism and experimental evidence. Matteo would have preferred to ignore the mathematical and experimental aspects of physics, and to remain mainly in the speculative philosophical regime of the argument. Hence, the teacher had to convince him that formal scientific arguments are important and powerful. The fact that the mathematical and experimental aspects of physics were a central part of the assessment was not enough to convince Matteo to engage deeply with them. Faced with this dilemma, the teacher opted for a special way to interact with Matteo during her dialogical lectures and to keep him at close rein with the discipline, which , a-posteriori, was recognized by the researchers as a form of revoicing (O'Connor & Michaels, 1996) , which was deliberatively strategized by the teacher to guide Matteo to ground his claims in mathematical derivations and experimental evidence (Levrini, Levin, Fantini, & Tasquier, under review) . For example, consider the following excerpt taken from a dialogical interactive lecture in which the teacher and Matteo discuss the efficiency of an ideal thermal engine:
The efficiency in a cycle cannot be greater than 1, but (pause). However, this is also in an ideal cycle. Matteo (turn 1) started by a making a slightly incorrect claim. The teacher (turn 2) immediately recognized the imprecision (the efficiency has to be smaller than 1, it cannot be equal to 1). She reacted by revoicing Matteo ("Good. It cannot be.") in order to support and encourage him. However, after that, she invited him (turn 2, second half) to rephrase his answer, by calling his attention to a particular aspect of the problem in question (i.e. "we are considering an ideal cycle, an ideal, reversible cycle").
Matteo understood his mistake and corrected himself (turn 3). The teacher, in turn 4, again supported and encouraged him by revoicing his last words ("Exactly. Smaller than 1", turn 4), as well as by highlighting the substantial aspects of the idea ("not higher and not even equal", turn 4). Matteo understood this point ("Exactly, not even equal", turn 5) but their interaction did not end there. The teacher used it to leverage his acknowledgement of the formal basis of thermodynamics as a powerful argumentative tool to control and strengthen his claims: In turns 6-9 the teacher invited Matteo to define efficiency mathematically: she writes on the blackboard what Matteo dictates to her. In turn 10 she explicitly asks him to use the mathematical representation to refute his original claim (turn 1), and Matteo successfully does so.
Turns 5-10 exemplify how the teacher resolved the tension between personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity as regards the epistemic facet. The teacher built on Matteo's interest in speculation and gradually guided him to recognize the formal structure of a scientific argument while acknowledging the power of scientific argumentation as a special way to refute or support a speculative claim. By resolving this epistemic tension between pure speculative claims and scientific arguments, the teacher helped this student who had already manifested his personal interest in philosophy to find his own place within physics.
Language and discursive norms
The dialogical nature of the teaching materials fostered the creation of a special language with literature references, key words and linguistic contexts that do not belong to the language and discursive norms of traditional physics textbooks or, more generally the traditional school culture. This poses a potential conflict when students are evaluated by external teachers. In Italy, this may become an issue at the end of secondary school, where part of the final graduation exam in physics includes an oral colloquium which is evaluated by an external teacher. The teacher tried to resolve this in two ways. The first was to make students conscious of the linguistic norms and discourse that characterize typical textbooks. Students were guided to read, discuss and comment on examples, as well as to compare textbook language and discourse with other materials such as original historical memoirs or epistemological texts. The second way the teacher used to reduce possible sources of tension was to prepare a detailed description of the curriculum for the external evaluators to facilitate the dialogue between them and the students.
Significance
In general students do not spontaneously consider thermodynamics as directly impacting their lives. Nevertheless, the authentic dialogical view of science enacted by multi-perspectiveness and multidimensionality presented opportunities for the students to situate themselves within the discipline and to activate a process of identification within the disciplinary contents. In particular, the presence of multiple voices from different scientists encouraged students to search for their own personal voice and legitimized their discussions of physics as genuine thinkers. As shown in the case of Matteo with regard to the epistemic facet of the tension, sometimes the search for personal significance (i.e., Matteo's preference for a particular kind of argument) could conflict with the disciplinary habits of mind and scientific argumentation that are highly significant to authentic scientific work. This tension between disciplinary constraints and the freedom to search for personal relevance and self-expression in the content was resolved by the teacher by exploiting what she considered to be the essence of scientific argumentation: expressing a personal thesis in scientific terms adhering to the formal and experimental constraints that make science a special form of knowledge.
A different manifestation of the significance facet of tension came from students who liked and felt comfortable in traditional common school science or had a strong objective image of science where interpretations and debates do not play a structural role. For these students, a univocal presentation of science represents an efficient way to get the right answer or the essence of a phenomenon quickly. These students may perceive the multi-dimensionality and multi-perspectiveness of the curriculum to be a waste of time, for example, when preparing for a future scientific career. This was a serious tension that the teacher had to resolve for some students on different temporal scales from individual lesson to the time scale of the entire intervention.
On the time scale of individual lessons, the teacher had to capture the mood of the class and, accordingly, manage the pace for example by changing the linguistic register or the focal dimension of the lesson if the tension became too great. Throughout the entire intervention, the teacher made sure to explicate and convince the students that epistemic, argumentative and dialogical skills are important and contribute to problem solving and the development of a deeper understanding of scientific ideas at the technical level as well. During the lessons she often stressed the epistemological and argumentative competence of seminal scientists (Maxwell, Einstein, …), when the class analyzed these scientists' original writings. One of the things that facilitated the resolution of this tension was that the students and their parents were aware of the teacher's solid reputation and recognized success in preparing students for university tests and exams. A less well-known teacher might have experienced greater resistance.
Discussion
The goal of this paper was to problematize the conceptualizations the tensions between disciplinary authenticity, personal relevance, and common school science. Both the literature we reviewed and our own studies highlight the multifaceted and contextual nature of these tensions. We identified five facets of these tensions: content fidelity, content coverage, language and discursive norms, epistemic structure and standards, and significance. The different ways each facet is realized in the perspectives of disciplinary authenticity, personal relevance, and common school science (summarized in Table 1 ) create multidimensional tensions that are not easy to resolve. Students should learn correct and acceptable scientific ideas as they are expressed in the school curriculum.
Content coverage
The curriculum is largely emergent and discovered "on the fly" based on students' ideas, interests and difficulties.
The curriculum is flexible and largely emerges from students' discoveries, authentic explorations and/or authentic sense-making activities.
The curriculum is fully predetermined, reflecting a demand for a specific coverage and emphases.
Language and discursive norms
The accepted language and discursive norms come from the culture to which the students belong.
The accepted language and discursive norms represent the richness and scope of the culture of the scientific discipline.
The accepted language and discursive norms are the ones that characterize common school science.
Epistemic structure and standards
The accepted cultural ways of experience and knowing are those that characterize the culture to which the students belong, and/or identify with.
The accepted cultural ways of experience and knowing are those that characterize the culture of the scientific discipline.
The accepted cultural ways of experience and knowing are those that characterize common school science.
Facet Personal relevance Disciplinary authenticity Common school science Significance
The content and the nature of the activities the students engage in are perceived by the students as contributing, empowering and transformative to their lives
The content and the nature of the activities the students engage in can be seen as central or contributing to the content and practice of science.
The content and the nature of the activities the students engage in are specified in the curriculum and are internally and externally assessed.
We begin this discussion by a reexamination of the notion of disciplinary authenticity and what it entails for science education. In the introduction we stated that aiming for disciplinary authenticity in education in our view means designing and facilitating learning experiences that immerse students not only in the conceptual and epistemological features of science, but also in its social dialectical practices, as well as its affective features. We discussed Debora Ball's (1993) and David Hammer's (1997) work on discovery learning and used it to highlight the tension related to content fidelity and content coverage. Hammer (2001) discussed the tension between scientific practices and traditional content-oriented concerns. We interpreted this tension as a tension between personal relevance and common school science, rather than as a tension inherent to disciplinary authenticity. Our examples illustrated how disciplinary authenticity can offer ways to resolve tensions related to content fidelity by acknowledging that the practice of doing science involves not only the generation of new ideas but also their conscious evaluation, and the translation of this recognition into the design and practice of teaching science.
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's (1997) socio-constructivist account of creativity suggests that creativity in a cultural domain (in our case, physics) is the product of a complex system of interactions between (1) a domain -a culturally evolved discipline that consists of a set of symbolic rules and procedures; (2) a field -all the individuals who act as the gatekeepers of the domain and decide whether a new idea or product should be included in the domain; and (3) the individual -the person who uses the symbols and procedures of a given domain to express a new idea, or notice a new pattern, which is accepted as novel by the field. Both the Israeli and the Italian examples present a conscious educational implementation of Csikszentmihalyi's notion of field. In the Israeli example the social infrastructure (i.e., the structured feedback from the members of the community and gusts) created the field, and in the Italian example it was the teacher's "pulling the reins tight" after "letting them go slack." The Israeli example also highlighted students' discourse that demonstrated conscious employment of authentic means to regulate empirical work and evaluate theoretical insights.
From a disciplinary authenticity perspective content fidelity emerges from the authentic empirical and dialectical practices that guide and inform the creation, elaboration, refinement and evaluations of new ideas. Errors and inaccuracies are an inherent part of this dynamic process; however, the Israeli and Italian examples suggest that, as in authentic scientific practice, students can meaningfully engage in explicit use of authentic means to systematically minimize these errors. The educational challenge is similar in a way to the scientific one when considering how to balance these processes; namely, deciding when to slacken the reins and when to tighten them.
We feel that scientific disciplines are epistemologically and culturally rich enough to accommodate a significantly wider range of discursive norms and epistemic moves than what is offered by common school science. The Warren et al. (2001) description of Emilio's participation in science exemplifies the narrow perception of scientific disciplines in common school science. Although the student's cultural discursive moves cohered with authentic scientific practices (thought experiments), the problem was that these were not considered scientific practices in school science. discussed a restructuring of curriculum to enable it to capitalize on indigenous students' cultural ways of knowing; specifically, by using a system-level analyses and ecosystems instead of a taxonomic approach as an organizing principle, exemplifying an epistemic resolution within the discipline.
Note however, that since Bang and Medin's curriculum was designed for informal education, and was an educational context that did not prescribe a particular content coverage, they could choose a scientific topic that was central to their students' heritage (the ecosystem of the forest). The instructional design of the curriculum on thermodynamics that we described in the Italian example (Levrini & Fantini, 2013) exemplifies that while there are topics that are more obviously connected students' lives and culture, no scientific topic should be considered as precluding a sense of personal relevance. Levrini et al. (2015) showed that when the instruction of any topic in science reflect its breadth, depth, complexity, and dialectical nature, it not only enhances students' knowledge and understanding, but also makes the learning environment inclusive to a larger group of students by helping them to find their own voice within the discipline.
We stress that there is no specific single prescription for the design of learning experiences that foster a sense of disciplinary authenticity and personal relevance which fit all topics and all educational contexts. Different scientific topics offer different affordances for different instructional contexts, and some topics are easier to reconstruct than others for a given context. The point is that examining these topics through the lens of disciplinary authenticity, with a clear yet complex vision of personal relevance, and a deep understanding of the educational context in question can reveal these affordances and be used to later capitalize on them.
The examination of the resolution of the different facets of the tension in the literature and in our own examples stressed the central role of teachers in the successful negotiation between disciplinary authenticity, personal relevance and school science. The kind of teaching described in both examples necessitated an articulated form of expertise from the teachers that reflected not only pedagogical expertise but also deep and broad disciplinary understanding. The teachers in both examples were required to move through and between several dimensions of physics, such as its historical-philosophical grounding and its experimental and applied dimensions. This flexibility requires a very strong foundation of content knowledge (though not all-encompassing), and a deep, broad and flexible understanding of the practices and epistemology of the discipline. The teachers were also sensitive to, interested in, and responded to the students' thinking. They presented strong orchestration skills that allowed them to navigate between all these aspects of the instruction in real time (Levrini, Levin, Fantini, & Tasquier, under review) .
Our work also highlights that while disciplinary authenticity often offers pathways to resolve the tension between school science and personal relevance, it requires thoughtful negotiation since it may create a tension with personal relevance. Consider for example the case of Matteo, the student in the Italian example, who found the mathematical formalism and empirical work tedious and tended to avoid it altogether. The teacher resolved this tension through her interaction with Matteo. She creatively and thoughtfully negotiated and guided Matteo to productively use and acknowledge the power of scientific argumentation as a special and productive way to investigate his own reasoning. Another example of negotiation between personal relevance and disciplinary authenticity concerned the issue of legitimate resources of information in the case of research apprenticeships in school in Israel. By acknowledging Wikipedia, You Tube, and other informally accepted sources of information as legitimate initial sources of information for the students' research work, the advisors had time to establish, as the work on the research progressed, a real need for more professional and focused references. These considerations are particularly illuminating when considering the question of relevance from a youth-centered perspective (a term that was suggested by Buxton, 2006) . Limiting the discussion of science solely to what immediately interests and feels relevant to students may suspend the challenge of engaging students in science rather than confronting it. What our examples highlight is the importance of cultivating a sense of relevance and meaning.
Throughout the paper we argued that the manifestations of the tensions are highly contextual; thus, their resolution may differ in different contexts of instruction. Our reading of the literature suggests that these tensions have mainly been investigated in informal education or in elementary and basic secondary levels in American classrooms. We, on the other hand, examined their manifestation in educational contexts that involve the instruction of science (physics) at the advanced high school levels, and in different countries. Our examination problematizes and enriches the debate about the conceptualization of these tensions because it uncovers aspects that are less apparent in educational contexts in which the tensions were previously studied, due to the stringent need for accountability to the discipline that teaching physics at this level requires.
Although the Israeli and Italian examples concerned the instruction of physics at the advanced high school level, the facets of the tensions were manifested in very different forms in each, as a result of the different contextual constraints of each intervention. Consider for example the tension related to epistemological structure and standards. The main tension in the Italian classroom were manifested with regard to the image of science. Students who liked and felt comfortable in traditional school science or preferred a strong objective and univocal image of science resisted the reformed curriculum at first, and the teacher had to negotiate the instructional approach and convince them that engaging in the dialectic aspects of science was a productive activity. Note that the need to negotiate the reformed curriculum to the "natives of common school science" can be seen as an inverse mirror to the tension described in their study. The centrality of the epistemic feature of the tension in the Italian case is not surprising given that the most innovative aspects of the design were the application of multi-perspectiveness and multi-dimensionality of the physics content. In the Israeli intervention the tension was manifested around decisions about valid sources of knowledge in physics, and how the distribution of the work between the advisor and the students could be translated into assessment of individual students. This is not surprising either, considering that the essence of the intervention was "doing science through research" where the students were generating knowledge, and that authentic science privileges collaborative work while common school science mainly assesses individuals' achievements.
Context also influenced the students' interpretations of what counts as an important activity, to whom, and according to whom (i.e., the significance facet of the tension). Consider for example CalabreseBarton's (2001) study discussed in the literature review. The contextual features there were young children, living in a shelter for homeless families, participating in an after-school science club. Claudia and Maria, the young girls in the study, perceived their science teacher's behavior as judging and uncaring, and thus felt that her science lessons were irrelevant to their lives ("boring and stupid.") The contextual features of the Italian case were almost the opposite since they were advanced level physics students, oriented towards learning in the university, who had involved parents. Here the manifestation of the significance tension presented an inverse image. Students who liked and felt comfortable in traditional common school science felt at times that the multi-dimensionality and multi-perspectiveness of the new curriculum was a waste of time, for example when preparing for a future scientific career (i.e., external exams). The teacher in the Italian case, unlike the teacher in Calabrese-Barton's study, had a very strong emotional connection with the students and they and their families trusted and respected her. The tension was successfully resolved since this trust gave her the time she needed for the thoughtful negotiation she conducted between the two perspectives. This points to the pivotal role of the teacher in resolving (or not resolving) the tension, and the extent to which the manifestation of the significance tension was different in these very different contexts.
Another example of the influence of the context on the perception of significance has to do with whether an educational activity is significant from the perspective of disciplinary authenticity. Physics presents a hierarchical structure of knowledge in which advanced ideas are built on the foundations of more basic ideas. Hence in most cases at the high school and introductory undergraduate level students do not (and cannot) work on state-of-the-art scientific problems, whereas other aspects of disciplinary authenticity could be dealt within these settings. However, in research apprenticeships for high school students that take place in the university and professional outreach programs, students' projects often address the state-ofthe-art questions. This is possible since the participating students are mainly involved in the technical sides of the research (Feldman et al., 2013; Sadler et al., 2010) . In the Israeli case the research apprenticeships took place in school and were crafted specifically for this purpose. The advisors were highly aware of this expectation and openly admitted that the studies they mentored were far from the state-of-art in terms of the focus of the study. However, they used the school context to resolve this tension, and emphasized that the methods of investigation were highly authentic, and that their students were able to gradually participate in all phases of the research, in ways that participating in a state-of-the-art study would not have afforded.
While the Israeli and Italian cases, in which we examined the tensions in detail, concerned the instruction of physics at the advanced secondary school level, they were very different in terms of the focus and goals of the instruction. Nevertheless, both aimed to promote the students' conceptual and epistemological development and the development of creative competences within the discipline while at the same time nurturing the development of the students' personal development as individuals, citizens and future professionals. The Israeli case exemplifies how high school students can engage in authentic research, and how this experience can become a transformative experience at both the disciplinary and personal levels. The Italian case exemplifies how the teaching of a predefined topic that is central to the discipline and is not explicitly related to students' lives can still become a venue in which students explore and develop their identities.
These cases of teaching physics at the advanced high school level highlight that personal significance can be nurtured during the process of learning rather than considered as an a-priori condition. Science teaching and learning are traditionally oriented toward canonical content rather than to aspects of "doing science" or "developing a personal view on science". In our view, this is not an either/or question. Developing students' conceptual and epistemological understanding is crucial since without this understanding we cannot teach science. In fact, this is our main concern with regard to the youth-centered approach to authenticity (Buxton, 2006) . Focusing on the voice of the students should in no way diminish focusing on the discipline. Indeed, this is exactly the tension we wish to resolve. The question is how students' voices can be heard within the discipline and what forms of participation in the discipline will allow them to develop their authority and autonomy. Without developing students' disciplinary-based creative competences we deprive them of understanding the essence of doing science. On the other hand, without nurturing students' personal, social and professional identities and sense of agency, science will not become meaningful to them and will not affect how they imagine their future.
